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Beginning PHP and Oracle: From Novice to Professional offers comprehensive information on using the PHP scripting language in conjunction with Oracle's database platform. PHP is one of the most prominent open source technologies in the area of web development, while Oracle is one of the most widely deployed and used database products.
You'll learn to reap the benefits of these core technologies by using them in unison to create dynamic, data-driven web applications. The book is packed with practical examples based on the many years of real-world experience of authors W Jason Gilmore and Bob Bryla. This book is an ideal read for web designers or programmers wanting to create applications with PHP in an Oracle environment.

	The book covers a solid alternative to the "M" in the LAMP stack.
	Database examples are based on real-world scenarios.
	The text shows off Oracle's strong enterprise features.
	The authors highlight Oracle's robust internationalization support.


	Covers a solid alternative to the "M" in the LAMP stack
	Database examples are based on real-world scenarios
	Shows off Oracle's strong, enterprise features
	Highlights Oracle's robust internationalization support


About the Author

W. Jason Gilmore has been obsessing over all things open source related for almost ten years, with a primary focus on web development technologies. He has been extensively published in publications such as Developer.com, TechTarget, and Linux Magazine, with his work adopted for use within United Nations and Ford Foundation educational programs. Jason is the author of four books, most recently the best-selling Beginning PHP and MySQL 5, Second Edition, published by Apress.
Jason spends his days running Apress' open source program and his evenings writing, coding, and consulting. He's a board member of Code Mash, a nonprofit organization dedicated to educating the development community. When not in front of the computer, Jason can typically be found dreaming up home remodeling projects, and making homemade pasta.  


Bob Bryla is an Oracle 8, 8i, 9, and 10g Certified Professional with more than 15 years of experience in database design, database application development, training, and Oracle database administration. He is the primary internet database designer and an Oracle DBA at Lands' End in Dodgeville, Wisconsin. Bob works with PHP and Oracle on a daily basis to support the back end of the world's #1 clothing web site, landsend.com.
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Instant Netcat StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	As a featured networking utility, Netcat uses TCP/IP protocols to read and write data across network connections. Netcat is a feature rich backend network debugging and exploration tool with the ability to create almost any type of connection you would need.


	"Instant Netcat Starter Guide" is a practical, hands-on guide...
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Microsoft Visual C# .NET (Core Reference)Microsoft Press, 2002
When I first started working with Microsoft Visual C# .NET, I was immediately struck by how productive my coding sessions became. Even though I was working with the pre-Beta release, the development environment and the .NET Framework simplified much of the work that I was doing. The increased productivity was due to four...
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Data Breaches: Crisis and OpportunityAddison Wesley, 2019

	Protect Your Organization Against Massive Data Breaches and Their Consequences

	

	Data breaches can be catastrophic, but they remain mysterious because victims don’t want to talk about them. In  Data Breaches,  world-renowned cybersecurity expert Sherri Davidoff shines a light on these events,...
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Service Virtualization: Reality Is OverratedApress, 2012

	Software drives innovation and success in today’s business world. Yet critical software projects consistently come in late, defective, and way over budget. So what’s the problem?


	Get ready for a shock, because the answer to the problem is to avoid reality altogether. A new IT practice and technology called Service...
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SQL Antipatterns: Avoiding the Pitfalls of Database ProgrammingPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Each chapter in this book helps you identify, explain, and correct a unique and dangerous antipattern. The four parts of the book group the anti?patterns in terms of logical database design, physical database design, queries, and application development.

		

		The chances are good that your application's database...
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Membrane Technology: Sustainable Solutions in Water, Health, Energy and Environmental SectorsCRC Press, 2018

	
		Contributed by multiple experts, the book covers the scientific and engineering aspects of membrane processes and systems.

	
		It aims to cover basic concepts of novel membrane processes including membrane bioreactors, microbial fuel cell, forward osmosis, electro-dialysis and membrane contactors.

	
		Maintains a...
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